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ABSTRACT
It is known that no non-Archimedean LB-space (and no strict non-Archimedean LF-space) is metriz-
able. We show that there exist many metrizable (or even normable) non-Archimedean LF-spaces. We
prove that every non-norrnable polar non-Archimedean Frechet space (and every non-Archimedean
Banach space with an infinite basis (xal) contains a dense subspace which is an LF-space.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-Archimedean non-trivially valued field
JK which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation I . I:][( -+ [0, (0).
For fundamentals of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (lcs) and normed spaces we
refer to [9], [5] and [7].
Any infinite-dimensional Banach space E of countable type is isomorphic to
the Banach space Co of all sequences in ][{ converging to zero with the sup-norm
and any closed subspace of Co is complemented ([7], Theorem 3.16). Any infinite-
dimensional Frechet space of finite type is isomorphic to the Frechet space ][{N of
all sequences in ][{ with the product topology.
It is well known that no LB-space (and no strict LF -space) is metrizable ([2],
Theorems 2.1.4 and 2.1.5).
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In this paper we show that there are a lot of metrizable (or even normable)
LF-spaces. We study the problem when a Frechet space E contains a dense
subspace which is an L F -space. Denote by F the family of all Frechet spaces with
this property.
First we prove that every Frechet space E with a Schauder basis (xn ) belongs to F
(Theorem I). Next we show that a Frechet space E belongs to F, if it has a closed
subspace M such that E / M E F (Theorem 2). Hence we infer that every Banach
space with an infinite basis (x a ) belongs to F (Corollary 4). In particular, for
every infinite compact O-dimensional Hausdorff space X the Banach space C(X)
belongs to F (Corollary 5). Every non-norrnable polar Frechet space has a quotient
isomorphic to IKN (Theorem 6). It follows that every non-normable polar Frechet
space belongs to F (Theorem 7).
When IK is spherically complete we show that a Banach space E belongs to F
if and only if E has a quotient isomorphic to co (Theorem 9). It is known that loo
has no quotient isomorphic to Co, if IK has a dense valuation (Remark 2.6 in [4]).
Thus the Banach space 100 has no dense subspace which is an L F-space, if IK is
spherically complete and has a dense valuation (Corollary II).
The existence of metrizable Archimedean L F -spaces was studied in [8].
The problem whether every infinite-dimensional Archimedean Frechet space
contains a dense subspace which is an L F -space is still open.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The field IK is spherically complete if any decreasing sequence ofclosed balls in IK
has a non-empty intersection.
Let Bs: denote the set {a ElK: lal ~ I}. Let E be a linear space over K
The linear span of a subset A of E is denoted by [AJ.
A set AcE is absolutely convex if for any a, f3 E Boc. and any x, yEA we have
ax + f3y E A. If ACE then the set
coA = It a.a.: n EN, aI, ... , an E Boc., ai, ... , an E AI
1=]
is the smallest absolutely convex subset of E that contains A (and it is called an
absolutely convex hull of A).
A seminorm on E is a function p: E ---* [0, (0) such that p(ax) = lalp(x) for all
a ElK, x E E and p(x + y) ~ max{p(x), p(y)} for all x, y E E.
A seminorm p on E is a norm ifker p = {OJ. Norms p, q on a linear space E are
equivalent if there exist positive numbers a, b such that apex) ~ q(x) ~ bp(x) for
every x E E.
Let E be a les over IK, i.e. a linear space over IKendowed with a linear Hausdorff
topology defined by a family of seminorms on E. The set of all continuous
seminorms on E is denoted by PCE).
We shall say that a les E is offinite type iffor any p E peE) the space E / ker pis
finite-dimensional. By ({J we denote the ~o-dimensionallinear space with the finest
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locally convex topology. A lcs E is Baire-like if for any increasing sequence (A,,)
of absolutely convex closed subsets of E covering E there is an n such that An is a
neighbourhood of zero in E.
The topological dual ofa lcs E is denoted by E'. For a subset A of E we set AO =
{f E E': If(x)l:::; I for x E A}. For a set BeE' we put °B = {x E E: If(x)l:::; I
for fEB}.
A subset A of a lcs E is polar if °(A 0) = A. A continuous seminorm q on a lcs
E is polar if the set (x E E: q(x) :::; I} is polar. A lcs E is polar iffor any p E pee)
there exists a polar continuous seminorm q on E with q ) p.
Let E and F be lcs. The space of all linear continuous maps from E to F is
denoted by L(E, F). An operator T E L(E, F) is an isomorphism ifT is injective,
surjective and the inverse map T- 1 is continuous. E is isomorphic to F (E ::: F) if
there exists an isomorphism T: E -+ F.
A metrizable lcs E is ofcountable type if it contains a linearly dense countable
subset. Let E be a metrizable lcs. A non-decreasing sequence (pd C pee) is a
base in pee) if for every p E pee) there exists kEN such that Pk ) p; clearly, any
metrizable lcs E possesses a base (Pk) in pee). A sequence «XII' fll» c E x E'
is biorthogonal if .t;l (x tll ) = OIl.tII for all n, mEN, where OIl.tII = 1 if n = m and
OIl.tII = 0 otherwise.
A sequence (XII) in a metrizable lcs E is a basis in E if each x E E can be
written uniquely as x = I:;: I allxlI with (all) C lK. If additionally the coefficient
functionals fll : E -+ lK, x -+ an (n EN) are continuous, then (x,,) is a Schauder
basis in E.
A sequence (XII) in a metrizable Ics E is orthogonal with respect to a base (Pk)
in peE) if pdI:;I=1 aiXi) = maxl~i~1I pdaiXi) for all k,n E N,al, ... ,all ElK.
A metrizable complete Ics is called a Frechet space. Let (xn ) be a sequence in a
Frechet space E. The series I:;: I Xn is convergent in E if and only iflim"d\l XII = O.
Every Schauder basis (XII) in a Frechet space E is orthogonal with respect to
some base (Pk) in pee) (Proposition 1.7 in [3]).
By an L F-space we mean a lcs (E, T) which is the inductive limit of an inductive
sequence «Ell, Tn» of Frechet spaces (we assume that the steps in an inductive
sequence are strictly increasing); a seminorm p on E is r-continuous if and only if
plEII is Tn-continuous for every n EN (Proposition 1.1.6 in [2]).
A normable Frechet space is called a Banach space.
3. RESULTS
Theorem 1. Any Frechet space E with a Schauder basis (XII) contains a dense
subspace which is an L F -space.
Proof. Denote by T the topology of E. The Schauder basis (XII) is orthogonal
with respect to some base (Pk) in pee). Let Un) be the sequence of coefficient
functionals associated with the Schauder basis (x,,).
Let (1/!II) C (lK \ {O}) with limnEf\l1/!IIXn =0 and let ifJ" = 1/!,-;1 for n E No Let (Md
be a partition of N onto infinite subsets. For m , kEN we put MtII.k = U;=m M, if
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m (; k and Mm,k = Mill ifm > k. Let a ElK with lal > 1. Let mEN and let Em =
{x E E: limnEMk f~(x)ifJ" = 0 for every k ? m}. Clearly, Em is a dense subspace
of E. In Em we consider the linear topology Tm generated by the seminorms
Pm,k: Em ~ [0. (0).
Pm,k(X) = maX{Pk(X), !al k max II"(x)ifJ,,I}. kEN.
I1EMm .k
The metrizable lcs (Em. Tm ) is complete, Indeed, let (z.) be a Cauchy sequence in
(Em, Tm). Then (z.) is convergent in (E, T) to some zo and for all kEN and 8> 0
there exists Jk,e > 0 such that IIn (z. - ZI)ifJ,,1 (; 8 for all n E Mm,k and t, I > he'
Hence we get
Since limnEMm,k In (Z/)ifJn =0, tEN, we infer that Iimsup"EMm,k lIn (ZO)ifJn I (; 8 for
every 8> 0, kEN. Thus limnEMm,k In (ZO)ifJn = °for every kEN; so zo E Em. By
(*) we have lim/ENPm,k(Z/ - ZO) = °for every kEN; so (z.) converges to zo in
(Em, Tm).
Let mEN. Clearly, Em C Em+1 and Tm+I1Em C Tm· The series LnEMm1{Jnxn is
convergent in (E, T) to some Ym E (Em+1 \ Em); so Em S;;; Em+l. Thus «Em, Tm»
is an inductive sequence of Frechet spaces; denote by (Eo, TO) its inductive limit.
Since TIE m C Tm for all mEN, then TIEo C TO. We shall prove that TO C TIEo.
For MeN we put PM: E ~ E, PM(X) = L"EM I,,(x)x,,; clearly PM(Ek) C
Ek, kEN. Let P E P(Eo, TO). Let ko EN. Then plEko E P(Eko, Tko)' so plEko (;
PkO,kj for some kl > ko. Let k: > k-, Since pIEk2 E P(Ek2' Tk2) then P1Ek2 (; Pk2,k3
for some k3 > k2. Put W = MkO,k\, S = Mk2,k3 and L = N \ W. For x E Eko we have
PLx E Eko and Pwx E Eko C Ekr Hence we get p(PLx) (; Pkoh (PLx) = Pk\ (PLx)
and p(Pwx) (; Pk2,k3 (Pwx) = Pk3(Pwx), since Pw I'i.x = 0 = PsPwx. Then
p(x) =p(PLX + Pwx) (; max{p(PLX), p(Pwx)}
(; max{Pk3(hx), Pk3(PWX)} = Pk3(PLX+ Pwx) = Pk3(X),
We have shown that for every kEN there exists I > k such that plEk (; PIIEk. It
follows that TolEk C TIEk for kEN; so TolEk = TIEk, kEN.
We have piE] (; PilE] for some I> 1. Let Xo E Eo. Then Xo E Ek for some kEN.
Since EI is dense in (Ek, TIEk), there exists a sequence (x/) C EI which converges
to Xo in (Ek, TIEd = (Ek, ToIEk)· Hence lim/ENPt(x/) = Pt(xo) and limtENp(Xt) =
p(xo). For tEN we have p(Xt) (; Pt(Xt). Passing with t to 00 we get p(xo) (; Pt(xo).
Thus P (; pLlEo. We have proved that TO C TIEo. It follows that TO = TIEo. Thus Eo
is a dense subspace of (E, T) such that (Eo, T IEo) is an L F -space. 0
Theorem 2. Assume that a Frechet space (E, T) has a closed subspace M such
that the quotient space (F, A) = (E / M, T / M) contains a dense subspace Fo which
is an LF-space. Let Q: E ~ F be the quotient map. Then Eo = Q-I (Fo) is a dense
subspace ojE and (Eo, TIEo) is an LF-space.
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Proof. Let (Pk) be a base in peE, T). Then qk = pk/M,k EN, form a base in
P(F, A). Let «Fn , All)) be an inductive sequence of Frechet spaces such that its
inductive limit is (Fo. AWo). Let mEN and let (qn.k)~1 be a base in P(FIl, An). On
the subspace Ell = Q-I (Fn) of E we consider the linear topology Til generated by
the semi norms
PIl,k: Ell --+ [0, (0), pll,k(X) = max{Pk(x), qll.k(QX)}, kEN.
The metrizable lcs(En, Til) is complete. Indeed, let (x.) be a Cauchy sequence in
(En, Tn); then it is convergent in (E, T) to some xo. Hence limtEN QXt = Qxo
in (F, A). Moreover, (QXt) is a Cauchy sequence in (Fn, An), so it is convergent in
(Fn, An) to some YO; hence limtEN QXt = YO in (F, A). Thus Qxo = YO. It follows
that limtEN QXt = Qxo in (Fn, An) and Xo E En, so (Xt) is convergent in (En, Tn)
to xo.
Clearly, «En, Tn)) is an inductive sequence of Frechet spaces and Eo =U~I En
is a dense subspace of(E, T). Let (Eo, TO) be the inductive limit of «En, Tn)). Since
TIE n C Tn for n EN, then TIEo C TO. We shall prove that TO C TIEo.
Let P E P(Eo, TO). Then piE) E P(EI, T]), so piE) ~ PI,k for some kEN.
Hence plM ~ PkIM. Let r = max{p, PkIEo}; clearly r E P(Eo, TO) and r? p. We
shall show that r] ME P(Fo, Ao). Let n EN. Then rlEn E peEn, Tn), SO rlEn ~ Pn,t
for some tEN. Hence (r] M)IFn ~ Pn,t/M. For some s ? t we have qtlFn ~ qn.s.
Let Y E F«. Then
(Pn.tIM)(y) = inf Pn,t(x) = inf max{pt(x), qll,t(Y)}
XEQ-l(y) XEQ~I(y)
= max{qt(Y), qn,t(Y)} ~ qll.s(Y)·
Thus (r/M)IFIl E P(Fn, All) for n E 1"4, so r] M E P(Fo, AIFo). Hence r] M ~
q,IFo = (pI/M)IFo for some I? k. We shall prove that P ~ pilEo. Let x E Eo. If
p(x) ~ (r / M)(x +M) or p(x) ~ Pk(X), then p(x) ~ p,(x). If p(x) > (r / M)(x +M)
and p(x) > Pk(X), then p(x) > rex + m) for some mE M and rex) =p(x). Hence
rem) = rex) = p(x). so Pk(m) = rem) = p(x) > Pk(X). Thus Pk(X +m) = Pk(m) =
p(x) > rex +m) ? Pk(X +m); a contradiction. It follows that P ~ PIIEo. We have
shown that TO C TIEo. Hence TO = TIEo. Thus (Eo, TIEo) is an LF-space. D
Corollary 3. Assume that a Frechet space E has an infinite-dimensional quotient
ofcountable type. Then E contains a dense subspace which is an L F-space.
Proof. Any infinite-dimensional normable Frechet space of countable type is
isomorphic to Co (Theorem 3.16 in [7]) and any non-normable Frechet space of
countable type has a quotient isomorphic to OCN (Theorem 3.1 in [14]). Thus E has
a quotient with a Schauder basis (xn ) . Using Theorems 1 and 2 we complete the
proof. D
Since every Banach space with an infinite basis (xoJ has a complemented
isomorphic copy of Co we obtain the following corollary:
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Corollary 4. Any Banach space E with an infinite basis (xa ) contains a dense
subspace which is an L F -space.
Hence, by Corollary 5.25 in [7], we get the following one:
Corollary 5. Let X be an infinite compact O-dimensional Hausdorff space. Then
the Banach space C(X) contains a dense subspace which is an LF-space.
We shall need the following generalization of Theorem 3.1 in [14].
Theorem 6. Every non-normable polar Frechet space E has a quotient isomorphic
to ][{N.
Proof. Consider two cases.
Case 1. E has no continuous norm. Then E has a complemented subspace
isomorphic to ][{N (Proposition 2.6(i) in [1], and Corollary 9.I(iv) in [12]), so it
has a quotient isomorphic to ][{N.
Case 2. E has a continuous norm. Let (Pk) be a base in pee) such that Pk and
PH I are non-equivalent polar norms for every kEN. Put E~ = (E , Pk)' for kEN.
The functional
P~: E~ --+ [0, 00), p~(f) =sup{I/(x)l: x E E with Pk(X) ~ I}
is a complete norm on E", kEN. Clearly, U~I E" = E' and E" C E"+l' kEN. We
shall prove that E~ =/; E~+I for every kENo Suppose by contrary that Ek= Ek+ 1
for some kEN. Since PI. ;:: Pk+I' then by the open mapping theorem we get PI. ~
1Y1pk+1 for some Y E K. Hence we obtain qk+1 ~ Iylqk, where
qi: E --+ [0,00), qi(X) = supU/(x)l: / E E; with p;(f) ~ I}, i EN.
By the polamess of Pi, we get q, = Pi, i EN. Thus PHI ~ Iylpk; a contradiction.
Let /k E E~+1 \ E" for kEN. The operator T : E --+ ][{N, T x = Un (x», is linear
and continuous. We shall prove that T(E) = ][{N.
Put F, = E and Fk = n7,:-l ker /i for k > 1. We shall show that /k IFk rf:
(Fk, PklFd, kEN. Suppose to the contrary that there exist k > 1 and CI > 1 such
that I/k (x) I ~ C1Pk(x) for all x E Fi, Clearly, Fk is a closed subspace of (E, Pk) and
dim(Ej Fk) = k -1. By Lemma 3.14 in [7], there exists a subset {el,"" ek-d C E
such that [el, ... , ek-l] +Fk = E and
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C = 2C, C2. Then we get
for all Q"j, ••• , Q"k-I ElK and x E Fi, Thus l!k(y)1 ~ Cpk(Y) for every y E E; so
!k E E~, a contradiction.
It follows that !(Vk) = lK, where Vk = {x E Fk: Pk(X) ~ I}, kEN.
Let Q" = (Q"k) E lKN. We can choose inductively a sequence (Xk) E n~1 Vk such
that !I (xt> = Q"j and !k(Xk) = Q"k - !k('L7~: Xi) for k = 2,3, .... Clearly, the
sequence (Xk) is convergent in E to O. Thus the series 'L~, Xk converges in E
to some x. We have fkCx) = 'L7=1 !k(Xi) =Q"k for every kEN, so Tx =Q". We have
shown that T (E) = lKN. It follows that E has a quotient isomorphic to lKN. 0
Using Corollary 3 and Theorem 6 we get the following one:
Theorem 7. Every non-normable polar Frechet space E contains a dense sub-
space which is an L F-space.
Corollary 8. Assume that lKhas a discrete valuation. Then any infinite-dimensio-
nal Frechet space E over lKcontains a dense subspace which is an L F-space.
Proof. By Corollary 3 it is enough to show that E has an infinite-dimensional
quotient ofcountable type. If E is normable, then E has a basis (x a ) (Theorem 5.16
in [7]), so E has a quotient isomorphic to co. If E is non-normable then E has a
quotient isomorphic to lKN (Theorem 6). 0
In Corollary 8 it is not enough to assume that the field lK is spherically complete.
To prove this we need the following theorem:
Theorem 9. Assume that lK is spherically complete. Thenfor any Frechet space E
over lK the following conditions are equivalent
(1) E contains a dense subspace F which is an L F-space.
(2) E contains a dense subspace G which is not barrelled.
(3) There is a biorthogonal sequence ((Xk, !k» c E x E' such that the subspace
[Xk: kEN] + n~, ker !k is dense in E.
(4) E has an infinite-dimensional quotient a/countable type.
(5) There is a strictly increasing sequence (Ek) ofclosed subspaces ofE such that
Eo = U~l e, is dense in E.
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Proof. First we shall prove the equivalence of conditions (2)-(5).
(2) =} (3). Let W be a barrel in G that is not a neighbourhood of zero in G.
Denote by V the closure of W in E. Clearly V is a barrel in H = [V]. Since
W = V n G, V is not a neighbourhood of zero in H; so H is a proper dense
subspace of E. For every finite subset A of E the set V + [A] is absolutely convex
and closed in E (Propositions 1.5 and 2.2 in [10]); if AcE and fA] n H = {O},
then (V + [AD n H = V. It follows that dim(E I H) = 00.
Let (Pk) be a base in peE). By Proposition 1.3 in [11], for any absolutely convex
closed subset B of E and every x E (E \ [BD there is an f E BO with f(x) = I.
Thus we can choose inductively a sequence «Xk, ik» c E x E' such that
(C I) XI E (E \ H), PI (xd < 1 and II E VO with II (xd = I;
(Ck) xkE«n},:tkerf;)\(H+[x;: l~i<k])),pdxd<land!kE(V+[x;:I~
i < kD with fk(Xk) = 1 for k = 2, 3, ....
Clearly, fk(X n) = Ok.n for all k, n EN and IimkeN Xk =0 in E.
Put Z« = n~k ker I. for kEN; (Zk) is an increasing sequence of closed
subspaces of E such that dim(Zk+J/Zk) ~ 1 for k ~ I. Put Z = U~I Zk. Since
Xk E Zk+1 \ Zi, then Zk+l = Zk + [Xk] for kEN. Thus Z = ZI + [Xk: kEN]. We
shall prove that Z is dense in E. Let x E V. Then Ifn(x)1 ~ I for any n EN; so the
series L~ I fn (x )xn is convergent in E to some y. Clearly, x - y E ZI, so x belongs
to the closure Z of Z in E. We have shown that H = [V] c Z C E, so Z= E. Thus
the subspace [Xk: kEN] +n~1 ker Ik is dense in E.
(3) =} (4). Put M = n~1 ker Ik. Then the sequence (Xk + M) is linearly
independent and linearly dense in ElM, so ElM is an infinite-dimensional lcs of
countable type.
(4) =} (5). Let M be a closed subspace of E such that ElM is an infinite-
dimensional space of countable type. Let (Xk + M) be a linearly independent and
linearly dense sequence in ElM. Put En = M + [Xk: 1 ~ k ~ n] for n EN. Then
(En) is a strictly increasing sequence of closed subspaces of E such that U~I En
is dense in E.
(5) =} (2). Clearly, Eo is not Baire-like and contains no isomorphic copy of 'P.
Hence, by Lemma 11 in [13], Eo is not barrelled.
Finally we show that (l) is equivalent to (2).
(1) =} (2). Let (Fn) be an inductive sequence of Frechet spaces with F = lim Fn .
Consider two cases.
Case 1.For some n EN, F; is a proper dense subspace of E. By the open mapping
theorem (Theorem 3.62 in [6]), the space Fn , with the topology induced from E, is
not barrelled.
Case 2. For every n E N the closure En of F; in E is a proper subspace of E.
Then E satisfies (5), and so (2).
(2) =} (1). By the implication (2) =} (4) and Corollary 3 we infer that E contains
a dense subspace F which is an L F -space, 0
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Corollary 10. Assume that JK is spherically complete and has a dense valuation.
Let E be a Banach space over K Then the dual E' ofE contains no dense subspace
which is an LF-space and every dense subspace ofE' is barrelled.
Proof. (Compare with Remark 2.6 in [4].) Clearly, we can assume that E is infinite-
dimensional. By Corollary 4.5 in [7], the Banach space E' is spherically complete.
Hence, by Corollary 5.20 in [7], every continuous linear operator from E' to Co is
compact. Thus E' has no infinite-dimensional quotient of countable type. Using the
last theorem we complete the proof. 0
Since the Banach space Ix(1) is the dual of co(1) (see Example 3.Q in [7]) we
get the following corollary:
Corollary 11. Assume that lK is spherically complete and has a dense valuation.
Thenfor every infinite set I we have the following:
(I) loe (I) has no dense subspace which is an L F-space;
(2) Every dense subspace ofloo(1) is barrelled.
In connection with Corollaries 10 and 11, we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 12. Assume that lK is spherically complete. Let E an infinite-
dimensional Frechetspace and let F be a lcs with dim F :? I. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(I) Every dense subspace of E is barrelled.
(2) Every family {Tex : ex E A} C L(E, F) which is point-wise bounded on a dense
subspace H of E is equicontinuous.
(3) Every sequence (Tn) C L(E, F) which is point-wise convergent on a dense
subspace G of E to zero is point-wise convergent on E to zero.
Ifadditionally F is sequentially complete then conditions (1)-(3) are equivalent
to the following one.
(4) Every sequence (Tn) C L(E, F) which is point-wise convergent on a dense
subspace G ofE is point-wise convergent on E to some T E L(E, F).
Proof. (1) ~ (2). H is a dense barrelled subspace of E. By the Banach-Steinhaus
theorem (Theorem 3.37 in [6]) the family {TexIH: a E A} is equicontinuous. Let V
be an absolutely convex neighbourhood ofzero in F. Then for some neighbourhood
U ofzero in E we have Ta(U n H) c V for all a E A. Hence
for ex EA. Thus the family {Tex : a E A} is equicontinuous.
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(2) :::} (3). By (2) the sequence (Til) is equicontinuous. Let x E E. Let V be an
absolutely convex neighbourhood of zero in F. Then for some neighbourhood V of
zero in E we have TII(U) C V, n EN. Moreover, there exists Y E E with y - x E V
such that limllEN T, (y) = O. Let no E N with T; (y) E V for n > no. Hence T; (x) =
Tn(y) - Tn(y - x) E V - V = V for n > no. It follows that limnEN T; (x) = 0 for
every x E E.
(3) :::} (l). Suppose to the contrary that E contains a dense subspace which is
not barrelled. Let (xn , 1,,) and Z be as in the proof of the implication (2) => (3)
of Theorem 9. Clearly limnEN In(x) = 0 for every x E Z. The series L~l Xk is
convergent in E to some Xo and In (xo) = I for every n E N, so limnEN In (xo) -::/= O.
Let Yo E F \ {OJ and let T«: E -+ F, Tn (X) = In(x)yo for n EN. Then (Tn) C
L(E, F) is point-wise convergent on the dense subspace Z of E to zero, but it
is not point-wise convergent on E to zero; a contradiction.
Assume now that F is additionally sequentially complete.
(2) => (4). By (2) the sequence (Tn) is equicontinuous. Let x E E. Let V be an
absolutely convex neighbourhood ofzero in F. Then for some neighbourhood V of
zero in E we have Tn(V) C V, n EN. Moreover, there is ayE E with Y - x E V
such that (Tny) converges in F to some Ty • Let no EN with Tny - Ty E V for
n > no. For n, m > no we have Tnx - Tmx = [«Tny - Ty ) - Tn(y - x)) - «Tmy -
Ty ) - Tm(y - x))] E (V - V) - (V - V) = V. It follows that (Tnx) is a Cauchy
sequence in F, so (Tnx) converges in F to some Tx ' for every x E E. Clearly, the
map T : E -+ F, Tx = Tx is linear. If x E V, then (Tnx) C V; hence Tx E V. Thus
T(U) c V; so T is continuous.
The implication (4):::} (3) is obvious. Thus (4) is equivalent to (1)-(3). 0
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